
VODKA

Stoli Vanilla

Elegant aromas of vanilla pod, creme anglaise, and chocolate with undertones of toasted buttery grain, but without the heavy cloying
sweetness of some vanilla vodkas. Palate brings a creamy sweetness to the fore, but it is light and balanced, with cocoa powder, white
pepper and sweet spicy notes.

Stoli Strasberi

For strawberry fans! Like all Stoli flavors, Stoli® Strasberi is made using an infusion process in which all-natural flavors are infused into
Stoli® vodka before filtration.

Stoli Razberi

The jazziest raspberry in town. This is the only authentic natural raspberry flavored Russian vodka. Like all Stoli® flavors, Stoli® “Raz”
is made using an infusion process in which all-natural flavors are infused into Stolichnaya vodka before filtration. 2004-Silver Medal
Winner, Beverage Institute

Three Olives Grape
Three Olives® Grape is delicious and extremely mixable, meant to be part of the fun and add flavor to the every day. It is true to taste,
allowing for fresh, yet simple three ingredient mixed drinks. With impactful concord grape flavors, including hints of dark berry wine and
florals, it has a bright and floral finish. (35% ABV – 70 proof). • At the base of all Three Olives® flavors is an exceptionally smooth,
quadruple distilled and filtered vodka that removes natural impurities, yielding a vodka of exceptional purity.

Three Olives Pomegranate

Three Olives® Pomegranate has aromas of vanilla, strawberries, wildflower, honey and traces of eucalyptus. Its flavor is of a traditional
pomegranate. (35% ABV – 70 proof). • At the base of all Three Olives® flavors is an exceptionally smooth, quadruple distilled and
filtered vodka that removes natural impurities, yielding a vodka of exceptional purity.

https://drizly.com/liquor-brands/stolichnaya/b19


Three Olives Cherry

Three Olives® Cherry is delicious and extremely mixable, meant to be part of the fun and add flavor to the every day. It is true to taste,
allowing for fresh, yet simple mixed drinks. It has a sweet, red cherry aroma with complements of pineapple and orange. It has a
maraschino, classic cherry flavor. (35% ABV – 70 proof). • At the base of all Three Olives® flavors is an exceptionally smooth,
quadruple distilled and filtered vodka that removes natural impurities, yielding a vodka of exceptional purity.

Smirnoff No. 21

Whether you sip it on the rocks or with soda and a twist, Smirnoff No. 21 is the perfect addition to a cocktail party. Our award-winning,
80 proof vodka has robust flavor with a dry finish for ultimate smoothness and clarity. Triple distilled and 10 times filtered, our vodka
traditionally can be taken alone or added to your favorite mixed drink. Simply mix with ginger beer and lime juice for a classic Moscow
Mule. Founded in 1864, the Smirnoff brand traveled from Russia to the rest of the world due to our award-winning quality and smooth
liquid. We pride ourselves on bringing our famous beverage to connoisseurs and newcomers alike, assuring the consistently great taste
and quality expected from our traditionally distilled vodka.

Smirnoff Raspberry

Infused with the natural flavor of raspberries for a tart and fruity finish, Smirnoff Raspberry is the perfect Vodka Specialty for your next
cocktail party. Triple distilled, this 70 proof specialty spirit is smooth enough to drink on the rocks or in a round of shots. Simply mix this
rich and robust vodka specialty with lemon juice and simple syrup for a refreshing Raspberry Breeze cocktail. It also pairs well with
soda water, lemonade or cranberry juice for a quick and easy mixed drink. Smirnoff Raspberry’s tasty fruit infused flavors allow for
endless unique drink ideas. Smirnoff prides itself on bringing famous beverages to connoisseurs and newcomers alike, assuring the
consistently great taste and quality expected from the makers of the World’s No. 1 vodka.

Smirnoff Citrus

Infused with natural citrus flavor for a crisp and refreshing taste, Smirnoff Citrus is the perfect Vodka Specialty for your next cocktail
party. Triple distilled, this 70 proof specialty spirit is smooth enough to enjoy on the rocks or in a round of shots. Simply mix this vodka
specialty with lemonade and honey for a refreshing tasting Spring Lemon cocktail, or pair it with orange juice, cranberry juice or soda
water with a twist for even more drink options. Smirnoff Citrus’s tasty fruit infused flavors allow for endless unique drink ideas. Smirnoff
prides itself on bringing famous beverages to connoisseurs and newcomers alike, assuring the consistently great taste and quality
expected from the makers of the World’s No. 1 vodka.

Grey Goose



Grey Goose® Vodka is a premium vodka, born of an extraordinary passion for spirit-making. It is created using only the finest French
ingredients – the highest-grade wheat and pristine limestone-filtered spring water. It is a spirit of uncommon brilliance, unrivaled
craftsmanship and signature smoothness and is an excellent choice as a gift. Grey Goose® Vodka has an exquisite clear, fresh and
elegantly aromatic taste. This is a premium vodka of unparalleled smoothness and exceptional taste, with subtle hints of almond and a
long, satisfying finish.

Skyy

SKYY® Vodka was created in 1992 in San Francisco - the land of progress and diversity - by an inventor who dared to imagine a new,
better way to make vodka. SKYY Vodka was born out of the pioneering thinking of Maurice Kanbar, who reimagined vodka as the world
knew it. When Kanbar could not find a vodka that met his standards of quality to enjoy in a classic martini, he knew it was time to
challenge the status quo as only a San Franciscan can do. Embodying his city’s progressive mindset, Kanbar quadruple-distilled the
spirit using a proprietary process that, to this day, provides one of the smoothest drinking experiences possible. Backed by our history
of innovation, and our core value of continuous evolution, SKYY once again recognized an opportunity to lead the next chapter for the
vodka category. What started as one man’s mission to create the perfect Martini has now evolved to include the pursuit of a better
Vodka & Soda. Today, SKYY Vodka celebrates San Francisco by joining its namesake with the Pacific Ocean. SKYY is now made with
water enriched by Pacific minerals from the San Francisco Bay Area, which add subtle salinity and minerality. They may also reduce
bitterness, and enhance the inherent sweetness and/or flavor of some cocktail ingredients, such as grapefruit, elevating your Vodka &
Soda drinking experience.

Crystal Head

This immaculate spirit combines the highest quality peaches and cream corn with the pristine waters of Newfoundland, Canada. Crystal
Head Vodka is filtered seven times, three of which are through Herkimer diamond crystals. There are no binders, glycerin, citrus oil or
any others added which makes Crystal Head an exceptionally pure vodka. The taste is clean and snappy with a slight sweetness and a
hint of vanilla. Try this chilled or in a tasty cocktail.

Absolut

Absolut Vodka was first launched in New York in 1979. It soon became the talk of the town, in the US and eventually of the world. But
the recipe behind the clean and natural taste of Absolut is actually older than 30 years. So is the 18th century medicine bottle found in
an antique store in Stockholm, Sweden that gave inspiration to the iconic Absolut Vodka bottle.

Tito’s

Tito’s Handmade Vodka was founded by sixth-generation Texan, Bert “Tito” Beveridge. In the mid-nineties, inspired and driven to do
something he loved, Tito obtained the first legal permit to distill in the state of Texas. On a plot of land in rural Austin, he built a
one-room shack, rigged a pot still with spare parts, and created Tito’s Handmade Vodka. Tito’s corn-based vodka is certified
gluten-free.

https://drizly.com/liquor-brands/skyy/b2474
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